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THE OTHER END OF THE LEASH by Patricia McConnell
When humans communicate with dogs, a lot can get lost in the
translation. Focusing on human behavior, Dr. McConnell teaches
readers how to retrain themselves to speak consistently in a language
dogs understand and avoid sending conflicting and confusing
messages.
CULTURE CLASH by Jean Donaldson
The book that has shaped modern thinking about canine behavior and
the relationship between dogs and humans has been revised. Dogs
are NOT humans. Dogs ARE clever and complex creatures that
humans need to take the time to understand in order live together
successfully. You must read this book because your dog cannot!
DON'T SHOOT THE DOG by Karen Pryor
End all kinds of undesirable behavior without yelling, threats, force,
punishment, guilt trips - or shooting the dog; the 10 laws of shaping
behavior through affection training; how to combat your own
addictions; deal with a moody spouse, an impossible teen, or an aged
parent; PLUS housetraining the dog, and much, much more!
BEFORE & AFTER GETTING YOUR PUPPY by Ian Dunbar

POWER OF POSITIVE DOG TRAINING by Pat Miller

POSITIVE PUPPY TRAINING WORKS by Joel Walton
How to manage, relate to, and educate your puppy. Emphasizes
puppy needs and feelings, and how to show and teach them to be
good companions, using gentle, puppy-friendly methods. Includes
Joel's systems for solving normal puppy problems; socializing/greeting
people and other dogs, more. VERY gentle, positive training methods.
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ISBN: 0553380397
Bantam Books
Edition: 1999
Paperback
188 pages

ISBN: 0764536095
Howell Book House
Edition: 2001
Paperback
230 pages

Demonstrates how you can train your dog, have fun, and build a
lasting relationship at the same time. Walk away from punishmentbased training methods and learn how you can reward your dog to
obtain and reinforce the behaviors you could only dream about
achieving.
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ISBN: 1888047054
James & Kenneth
Edition: 2005
Paperback
202 pages

ISBN: 1577314557
New World Library
Edition: 2004
Paperback
216 pages

Everything you need to know to select the right puppy, all the crucial
lessons a puppy must be taught during its impressionable early
development. In clear steps, with helpful photos and sidebars, Dr.
Dunbar presents a structured yet playful plan built around six critical
developmental deadlines.
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ISBN: 034544678X
Ballantine Books
Edition: 2002
Paperback
240 pages

ISBN: 0971866902
David & James Pub
Edition: 2002
Paperback
92 pages
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HOW TO TEACH A NEW DOG OLD TRICKS by Ian Dunbar

ISBN: 1888047062
James & Kenneth
Edition: 1996
Paperback
115 pages

No time like the present for training (or re-training) a puppy or adult
dog to fit into the human world! Internationally acclaimed vet,
behaviorist and trainer Dr. Ian Dunbar leads new and experienced
owners through a training program to PREVENT problems, SOLVE
problems and BEHAVE.
CALMING SIGNALS by Turid Rugaas
Now in its second edition with three additional chapters, color photos
and descriptive captions. Turid Rugaas is a noted expert on canine
body language, notably "calming signals" which are signals dogs give
to other dogs and humans to denote stress and to attempt to defuse
situations that otherwise might result in fights or aggression.
DOG-FRIENDLY DOG TRAINING by Andrea Arden
Humane, user-friendly and dog-friendly training methods. Contents:
what is Dog-friendly dog training; tools to help you teach;
housetraining; improve your dog's social life; basic manners; behavior
problems; and an excellent resource section.

DOGS ARE FROM NEPTUNE by Jean Donaldson
Includes guidelines for dealing with aggression toward strangers;
resource guarding; dog-dog aggression; behavior problems,
obedience problems, and fear and anxiety problems. Uses positive
reinforcement methods: clickers, food treats, praise, and recommends
Gentle Leader in certain cases.
FEELING OUTNUMBERED? by Karen London & Patricia McConnell

ISBN: 1929242360
Dogwise Pubg
Edition: 2006
Paperback
78 pages

ISBN: 1582450099
Howell Book House
Edition: 1999
Paperback
195 pages

ISBN: 0968420710
Lasar Mult Prod
Edition: 1998
Paperback
162 pages

ISBN: 1891767062
Dog’s Best Friend
Edition: 2001
Booklet
44 pages

Maximize the joy of living in a multi-dog household by teaching your
dogs to be patient and polite instead of pushy and demanding.
Whether you're a novice or a professional, you'll find some practical
ideas about keeping life fun when you start to feel just a little bit outnumbered by the dogs who share your house.
CAUTIOUS CANINE by Patricia McConnell
Help dogs conquer their fears with desensitization and counter
conditioning. Step by step instructions to help you dog get over his
fear of unfamiliar people. It can be used to get over fear of the vet, a
ceiling fan, whatever - as long as the behavior problem is motivated by
fear. Even people can use the program!

ISBN: 1891767003
Dog’s Best Friend
Edition: 2005
Booklet
30 pages

SET OF 9 BEHAVIOR BOOKLETS by Ian Dunbar
These nine different booklets focus on specific problems. Topics
covered: barking, chewing & trashing, digging, fighting, housetraining,
housetraining supplement, preventing aggression, shyness/fear
toward people, and socialization. Get the set! (Also found individually)
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James & Kenneth
Booklet(s)
17-42 pages
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